
Job Responsibilities
Provide general technical direction and assistance to the customer
in the operation, maintenance, repair, logistic support, and
installation of SUEZ products 
Provide on-site interpretation of data and technical instruction 
Provide Project and Field Service management with complete and
prompt information regarding status of programs, customer
problems, failures, trends, and climate 
Provide technical assistance through on-site guidance and training
in proper operation, maintenance, and troubleshooting of assigned
programs and ground support equipment, including the use and
proper interpretation of data and technical instructions 
Provide communication to Product Support and Field Service
regarding all program activities and problems through regular,
timely reports 
Handle reporting, including obtaining, interpreting, and
communicating significant market intelligence and sales
opportunities for both assigned programs and support 
Assist customer in scheduling maintenance and workload 
Assure that equipment and parts meet established schedules 
Review reported malfunctions and identify / analyze any
undesirable trends 
Make recommendations on findings  

FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER 
(CHEMICAL MONITORING SOLUTIONS)
Singapore

The Field Service Engineer provides direction and assistance to work
group in order to meet assigned objectives. In this role you will work
within defined parameters to make decisions, apply concepts to issues
of moderate complexity, and resolve issues through immediate action
or short-term planning 



Review effectiveness of maintenance actions in order to identify
training needs 
Anticipate requirements beyond those that immediately affect the
program and assist in implementing actions to satisfy those
requirements 
Act as one of the focal points for assigned account for all matters
concerning SUEZ products and services and total support, ensuring
that both customer and SUEZ objectives are met 
Develop and maintain a customer preference relationship toward
SUEZ 
Execute value generating plans and coordinate both internally and
externally with the customer 
Outline, present and sell the value of SUEZ products and services
that can benefit customer needs 
Conduct required training of customer operating personnel to
ensure their understanding of the parameters under which the
SUEZ treatment program and monitoring equipment operates 
Gather information on competitors and share with the team 
Ensure that all the KPIs set by customer are met 
Ensure customer satisfaction by providing high service standard.

Job Requirements
Chemical/Environmental or equivalent engineering degree 
Possess Class 3 driving license 

Desirable Qualities 
Preferably with 3 to 5 years’ experience 

Remuneration Contact Information
To be discussed abby.songco@suez.com


